
Only managed information
creates value

DOCLOGIX 
PARTNERSHIP 
OFFER

DocLogix is an innovative, workflow-driven, 
completely flexible document and process 
management solution. The platform serves 
our partners as an instrument to scale their 
business around the globe. 



DOCLOGIX PARTNERSHIP OFFER

MORE REVENUE POTENTIAL

Possibility to establish business with younger 
and cheaper resources. 

Basis for recurring revenue as we constantly 
build new solutions for you to sell. 

Let’s target SMEs where sales cycle is shorter 
and DocLogix pricing is tempting. 

Our partner model is flexible. Any partner 
who reaches $100K a year gets 50% of the license 
price the following year.
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I. APP STORE

DocLogix app store is a set of existing products that are developed on the proprietary DocLogix 

platform. The products are designed to manage specific areas of business, such as contracts, projects, 

meetings, procurements, etc. 
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ARE YOU READY FOR SCALING  YOUR 



II. DOCLOGIX as a SET of TOOLS for CREATING NICHE SOLUTIONS

DocLogix platform provides flexible tools with a lot of potential for partners to create various 

business-niche solutions: meetings management, specific KPIs management, task management 

for law firms and many others.  By creating specific niche solutions for business information 

management, DocLogix partners are gaining competitive advantage in the market, together with 

additional revenue streams. 

“At first it was hard to believe someone could invest so much 
attention and resources into your education and support. 
DocLogix even helped us to create the solution for our niche 
customers, not mentioning created marketing materials. 
They truly care about customers and partners.”

Kulvinder Reyatt, CEO at Brite Advice.

OUR AWARDS:FEW DOCLOGIX PARTNERS:

BUSINESS  WITH  TOP-CLASS  PRODUCTS?
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CONTACT INFORMATION

LEADS

DOCLOGIX MARKETING SUPPORT IS FREE OF CHARGE 

PARTNER SALES SUPPORT PROCESS

Webcam demo
Demo

We do script and record 
videos for you in the sales 
process. We also assist in 
the webcast demos.

 

We build simple demo 
solutions really quickly. 
With a live demo every 
time, the probability of 
you winning a deal grows 
exponentially. 
The cost of demo is shared 

by both parties. 

We will train you 
in your office 

(1 week)

Training will be done by 
somebody who’s worked 

with DocLogix 

more than 8 years. 

As a result, the first 
installation will be 

the fastest revenue 
to you have ever got.
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HOW WE WORK WITH PARTNERS?

PARTNER ONBOARDING PROCESS


